


is our first and foremost priority. 
We need to treat the Wadi With respect.

 
for every boulder you visit, shoW your gratitude by 

collecting surrounding garbage. 
easy peasy lemon squeezy!



“lonely boulder area”
1km 
this area is on the left 
side of the Wadi - easily 
seen from the road

“iceberg boulder area”
5km 
this area is on the left 
side of the Wadi 
right before the second 
Wadi dam

“the Wall boulder area”
7km 

this area is on the right 
side of the Wadi - look for 

the large splitting Wall

main gate
okm





are you neW here? 

take your first “baby steps” on this 

easy slab. 

remember to pay attention to your feet 

and make a sloW and balanced

progression to the top. 

have fun sending your first boulder! 



Bambino 

bambino is a great boulder for novice 

climbers Willing to learn doWnclimbing technique. 

on the back side of “too many 

creeps” is the classic: “bambino”

the movements are friendly and the features 

are secure. 

  dont hesitate to rest and compose yourself, 

        find comfort in the height and embrace 

             your abilities.  



the most daring boulder of the 
area: 

“ t o 0 m a n y c r e e p s ” 

is a game of nerves and balance. 

don’t cling too tight and free 
your mind of the creeps beloW. 

start With your hands on the 
right most edge and Work your 
Way up the “l” shaped crack. 

discovered by: hazem el shamy

first ascent by: laurie tremblay 



an aggressive boulder that starts With easy moves but rapidly 
becomes harder as you reach the singature one arm dangle. 
a variation is possible for those Willing to top out, but this route 
ends at the good edge shoWn in position 4.                                      

*dogs not included 



the first Wadi degla crack boulder: “bassti’s crack” is a fun pocket covered traverse to 

a vertical crack. 

start on the jugs at head height and reach for the closest and most secure pocket. 

be mindful of the deceiving edges, Which look 

sturdy but often break. stay light and shift 

your Weight along the horizontal ledge. 



at the 5km mark before the second Wadi dam on 
the left side is the “ice berg” boulder area.

it is home to one of the Wadi’s largest 
free-standing boulders.

most of the boulders in this area are sadly too 
chossy to climb; the holds are significantly 
Weak and unreliable. 

“bermuda’s triangle” is this area’s signature 
boulder. 



the triangle is the key to this ascent. 

hold it With tWo hands and floW

through the reachy moves to the right. 

this is a great boulder to test your lock 

off poWer and train your comfort With 

heights. 



park your car at the 

second Wadi dam and Walk 1km 

through an alien environment, 

bursting With life, void of 

garbage and car tracks. 

“the Wall” area is identified by 

a large flat rock Wall split in 

half by a groWing crack. 

this shaded area is home to 

the “edge of time” boulder and 

many more unamed 

boulders. 

be especially mindful of the sensitivity 

of this area. it is much less trafficked 

than the areas before the dam!



this boulder is a beautiful introduction to 

climbing on small edges and balancing on 

microscopic foot holds. 

the first of its kind: “the edge of time” 

boulder is covered in tiny crystals and 

climbs like a gem.    

spread yourself thin over its smooth 

surface to make it straight to the top. 



1. too many creeps (6a)             2.bambino (5)                   3.baby steps (3)                4. bassti’s crack (6a)  

5.ak47 (6a)                                      6.bermuda’s triangle (6a)                    7. edge of time (6c) 
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amina nessim 

 i Was introduced to climbing recently 
and have fallen in love With the mental, 
physical, and emotional challenges it 
brings. 

my favortie boulder is “bermuda’s 
triangle” because it taught me to keep 
pushing through all the doubt and fear.

karim sedky 

i’ve been climbing since 2019 and have been 
visiting Wadi degla since i Was 8 years old. 
learning hoW to climb has made me 
appreciate this limestone Wonderland in a 
completely different Way. 
my favorite boulder is “too many creeps” 
because it scares me to a point that i 
forget hoW to climb. 



climber: 


